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1 The need for a better model of belief

The aim of this paper is to challenge the pervasive no-
tion of belief as a set of statements in a (modal) logic,
divorced from the events of agency that generate them.
Levesque (1984) points out that models of belief that
have the property of logical omniscience are best thought
of as models of what is implicit in an agent’s beliefs,
rather than what the agent believes directly. For the task
of modeling communication (my own concern in other
research, e.g., McRoy 1993), this distinction is impor-
tant, because it is the information that communicators
actively hold to be true that influences how they reason
about utterances.1 But formal attempts to characterize
what an agent actively believes have all been problem-
atic in some regard. However, underlying these difficul-
ties is an issue of far greater significance: in particular,
for the purposes of modeling discourse, the focus on for-
mal dependencies among beliefs and knowledge misses
the primary target. In fact, the right target for this ap-
plication is the mental acts from which agents’ beliefs
originate.

The suggestion that I make here is that the beliefs
that agents use to interpret language need not exist un-
til after the agents begin to assimilate an utterance and
the situation in which it was produced. During such ac-
tivities, agents access their prior assumptions and expe-
riences, but do so indirectly, through intentional acts of
introspection. Moreover, they will not attempt to access
every aspect of their prior experience, nor will every such
aspect be accessible. Thus, if one’s goal is to build or
analyze agents that communicate, it will be most useful
to call ’beliefs’ all and only those effects that result from
an act of introspection. Discourse modeling will derive
little benefit from specifications of the logical properties
of belief that do not consider the mental actions that
give rise to it. The rest of this paper will serve to justify
these views.

1This point is an empirical one, supported by the dis-
tinction between semantic and episodic memory (Klatsky
1980). Semantic memory holds time-independent facts such
as the rules of language (e.g., the grammar and lexicon)
and the meanings of concepts. By contrast, memories of
time-dependent, contextual, and pragmatic information are
episodic. This information is accessed by actively searching
the memory, guided by cues from the retrieval context, and
evaluating the results with respect to that context.

2 A bit of background

To discriminate among alternative interpretations or to
design utterances that another agent will be able to inter-
pret, discourse participants must reason about the beliefs
of one another and of themselves. For example, suppose
that Jim says to me "Do you know what time it is?",
as I walk in the door and see that he is standing beside
a working grandfather clock. If I actively believe that
we both know the time and that Jim believes I know it,
I would not consider the interpretations corresponding
to a question about my knowledge or a request for the
time; a warning or a complaint would be more likely,
under the circumstances. In general, speakers rely on
each other’s ability to determine whether the beliefs that
are relevant to the situation are consistent with what is
expected. Because they do not consider inconsistencies
that are irrelevantl it would be as inappropriate for them
to believe too much as too little.

So-called syntactic approaches to belief, including ex-
plicit enumerations of an agent’s beliefs, are problem-
atic, because they attempt to capture everything that
an agent believes for all possible situations and yet are
sensitive to the form in which a belief is expressed; for
example, Bel(X, A A B) and Bel(X, B A A) are not nec-
essarily treated as equivalent. For such a comprehensive
theory, one would like to represent dependencies among
an agent’s beliefs, so that not all beliefs (which might
be infinite in number) would need explicit representa-
tion (Levesque 1984).

Proposed semantic accounts of belief provide greater
expressive power; however, they too are problematic, be-
cause they attribute to an agent too many (irrelevant)
beliefs. Consider, for example, the axioms that define
the ever-popular "Weak $5" modal logic of belief:

Bel(X, P) A Bel(X, P D Q) D Bel(X, 
Bel(X, P) D Bel(X, Bel(X, 
-~Bel(X, P) D Bel(X,-~Bel(X, 
Bel(X, P) D -~Bel(X,-~P)

Under these axioms, agents are logically omniscient and
have perfect introspection. Typically, one also needs
to add to these axioms a rule of necessitation, P I-
Bel(X, P), attributing to agents even more beliefs, most
of which they would never use or even be aware they
had.

Logical omniscience is a particularly implausible qual-
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ity for belief, because it attributes to agents the following
powers (Fagin and Halpern, 1988):

¯ They believe all the implications of their beliefs.

¯ They believe all tautologies.

¯ If they believe c~, they also believe all formulae that
are logically equivalent to o~.

¯ If, for any (~, they believe both c~ and ~c~, then they
believe every sentence in the language.

Unfortunately, proposed solutions to this problem within
the semantic approach, such as those of Levesque (1984)
and Fagin and Halpern (1985), introduce their own prob-
lems.

Levesque’s theory of explicit belief avoids logical om-
niscience by defining explicitness using relevance logic
and making special use of inconsistency. In this logic,
situations provide truth values for some of the atomic
sentences, ignoring information that is irrelevant to the
agent’s beliefs. A formula c~ is believed if it is true in
all the situations that could be the real one. Inconsis-
tent situations are permitted and can be used to prevent
the logic from being closed tinder implication; that is,
formulae such as the following are valid:

Bel( X, c~) A Bel( X, e~ D [3) D Bel( X, 13 V ( o~ A 
Although using inconsistent situations in this way
"works" in a formal sense, it does not seem appropriate
to say that an agent actively believes such inconsisten-
cies. Even more to the point, communication seems to
depend on the following intuitions about human reason-
ing (Harman 1986, p. 11, emphasis added):

¯ The fact that one’s view logically implies P can be
a reason to accept P.

¯ Logical inconsistency is to be avoided.

Fagin and Halpern’s (1985) theory of belief better pre-
serves these intuitions, while still addressing the problem
of logical omniscience. Their approach is to filter irrele-
vant beliefs with a syntactic awareness function. A for-
mula c~ is believed in a world if the awareness set for that
world includes o~ and c~ is true in all worlds accessible
from that world. Although awareness can be defined so
that it prevents logical omniscience, because the aware-
ness function is syntactic, the account as a whole suffers
from the same problem of over-sensitivity to the form of
the formulae that plagued previous syntactic accounts of
belief (Konolige 1986b). There is also a difficulty asso-
ciated with defining an appropriate awareness function
for an application; for discourse modeling, we would need
one that is task-dependent.

A third set of approaches to belief that we shall con-
sider are the deductive ones. According to these ac-
counts, beliefs are those conclusions that can be derived
if given a theory, a set of inference rules, and a control
strategy. Limited reasoning is captured either through
a logically incomplete set of inference rules (Konolige
1986a) or through a limited control strategy (van Ar-
ragon 1990). For example, Konolige prevents logical om-
niscience by defining a deduction rule that is similar to
modus ponens, but places a bound on the number of
steps in a derivation. Van Arragon’s approach is nearly

the same, except that it relies on metareasoning and rep-
resents such limitations declaratively with metalanguage
axioms such as the following:

(VG, B, G1, B1, G2, B2)
~’aa(inferA2(B1 G1) A in ferA2(B2 D G2)

^(c # Cl ̂  C, # c2 ̂  Cl ¢ c,2)
D -~infera:(B D e))

The axiom specifies that it is a fact of agent A1 (e.g., the
system) that the control strategy characterizing the
agent A2 can chain on facts to a depth of two.2 (With
this approach, one can introduce a similar metalevel
predicate to model awareness for a given agent as well.)
Deductive approaches are syntactic because a decision
to represent a belief set as either {p D q,q D r} or
{p D q, q D r,p D r} will determine whether the agent
believes r for a given bound. Moreover, because these
approaches focus on the depth of inference, rather than
the breadth, the potential for a large number of irrele-
rant beliefs is only reduced, not eliminated.

3 Some examples

The following fragments of real conversation illustrate
why we need to consider when and how a belief be-
comes active in discourse. The first example involves
two friends trying to resolve a misunderstanding about
whether turn 1 is a pre-offer or a request.

T1 Host: Did you bring any soap?

T2 Guest: No.

T3 Host: Well, the soap by the tub has lanolin in
it. If you want I can get you another
bar to use.

T4 Guest: That’s okay.

T5 Host: I thought you said you didn’t bring
soap.

T6 Guest: No, I didn’t bring much. Not enough
for you to use.

From Host’s point of view, T1 is a pre-offer. The justi-
fication for the offer hinges on her belief that Guest is
allergic to lanolin and therefore would be allergic to her
soap if he used it. However, at T2, it seems anomalous
to suggest that Guest has any active beliefs about the
soap, lanolin, or Host’s beliefs about them. Supporting
this view is Guest’s initial interpretation of T1 as a re-
quest for his soap, which he refuses in T2. Nevertheless,
in T4 and T6 it appears that Guest does believe that
he is allergic to lanolin and that Host believes that he
is. If he did not, rather than acknowledge T1 and T3
as an offer by rejecting it, he might have questioned the
relevance ofT3 or attempted to correct the beliefs it pre-
supposes. In fact, from prior experience, Guest knows
that Host knows that he is allergic to lanolin.

In this next example, from Brennan (1990, page 1),
two office mates are trying to ascertain whether Bridget
has some nails suitable for hanging pictures.

2In the axiom shown, infer is a metaJevel default corre-
sponding to one step of linear resolution.
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T1 Susan: You don’t have any nails, do you?

T2 Bridget: Fingernails?

T3 Susan: No, nails to nail into the wall.
(pause) When I get bored here I’m
going to go put up those pictures.

T4 Bridget: No.

At TI there is no reason to suspect that Susan has con-
sidered the possibility that ’nails’ could refer to finger-
nails. Thus, it seems unlikely that she would believe that
she does not want them. However, assuming that she is
speaking sincerely, at T3 she does actively believe that
she does not want fingernails. This is to be expected be-
cause Bridget has drawn her attention to this belief with
T2. Similarly, at T2 Bridget cannot be said to believe
that she knows whether she has nails to hang pictures,
because she is not yet aware that they are the objects of
discussion. However, at T4 she indicates that she does
believe she knows whether she has such nails. Thus, as in
the previous example, speakers activate the beliefs nec-
essary for them to refer to objects and to understand the
relevance of each turn as it is produced.

4 An alternative view

From the perspective of discourse modeling, the greatest
steps forward in modeling beliefs have been the introduc-
tion of the notion of awareness and the idea that there
might be a resource constraint on inference. What all
these approaches (syntactic, semantic, and deductive)
still ignore, however, is the agent’s own involvement in
the process of introspection. Introspection is an act of
will. Awareness is a property of an agent with respect to
an object such as a statement in a knowledge base; this
property might or might not hold at any given time. To
capture these intuitions, I propose an alternative view
that I will call the Effect Theory of Belief.

According to the Effect Theory, an agent has no per-
sistent model of beliefs, and hence no irrelevant beliefs
in it. Instead, a belief is modeled as an effect (i.e., an
event or an end state) of an intentional act of introspec-
tion. Moreover, such effects depend on the goals and
perspective of the actor at the time of the act. 3 Previ-
ous formal accounts of belief are inadequate for discourse
modeling, precisely because they ignore the agent’s role
in choosing the foci for introspection and the mechanisms
for performing it.

To model belief appropriately, we must be careful
to distinguish what an agent’s knowledge base contains
from what the agent believes on the basis of those con-
tents. The former might best be thought of as an agent’s
memory of assimilated experiences. Beliefs, on the other

3There is empirical support for this claim. In one set of
experiments described in Klatsky (1980), subjects were read
a story after being told information that placed it within a
particular perspective (e.g., a burglar), and then asked to
report all that they could recall about it. Later, subjects
who were given information placing the story in a different
perspective (e.g., a home buyer) were able to recall previously
unreported information. However, similar subjects who were
not given a new perspective could recall no new information.

hand, are what an agent recognizes or interprets from
those experiences in a given situation. Thus, awareness
occurs as an agent attends to, or focuses on, parts of
that experience.

If we view belief as an effect of introspection~ then a
useful specification of belief would include a formaliza-
tion of the introspective acts that generate it. We will
need to consider alternative strategies agents might use
to access their knowledge. Such strategies could include
the following:

* An agent might construct a logic problem. That is,
the agent could use introspection to retrieve a fixed
set of facts (including axioms or inference rules) and
use them to justify some goal concept. This might
involve deductive, abductive, or inductive reason-
ing.

¯ Similarly, an agent could use introspection to recall
abstract descriptions of objects or events similar to
those in the context (cf. Grosz 1977; Luperfoy 1992)
and see if they satisfy a given property. This might
involve inheritance reasoning.

¯ Or, an agent could free-associate, that is, acti-
vate a set of concepts within an associative net-
work of abstraction and decomposition relations
and apply marker-passing and path-evaluation tech-
niques (ttendler 1988). By using a marker passer,
the agent might retrieve inconsistent information;
however, evaluation mechanisms could be used fil-
ter or rank alternatives.

¯ An agent with analogical information might use in-
trospection to retrieve an image, diagram, or event
sequence from memory and either check its proper-
ties directly or use it to build an abstract description
and then check that (Myers and Konolige 1992).

¯ A reactive agent might also consider acts of per-
ception (e.g., looking and listening) as methods for
introspection.

Following accounts of other actions, we will also need
to account for the conditions under which an introspec-
tive act would achieve certain effects. The parameters
of introspective acts, along with the preconditions, con-
straints, and primitive operations that generate them,
will determine the relationship between belief and knowl-
edge for an agent in a given situation. Before we can
choose an appropriate representation, however, we will
need to develop a better understanding of related actions
such as analysis, synthesis, disregard, deliberation, and
choice.

In an Effect Theory framework, the general method for
examining one’s beliefs would be to select an introspec-
tive strategy (e.g., through planning) and apply each
of its steps. A given agent would likely choose differ-
ent strategies depending on what else the agent is doing
at the time. An agent might also try several different
methods to compare or combine their results. For a
given sequence of acts, it is possible that inconsistent
beliefs might result (although probably not often); how-
ever, this would not cause the agent’s reasoning system
to collapse. Rather, it might cause the agent to perform
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other actions (possibly fllrther introspection) to resolve
the inconsistency.

Representing belief within an appropriate theory of ac-
tion would accomplish several important goals that have
not been achieved concurrently in the past:

¯ The beliefs of an agent need not depend on the log-
ical form in which the information is stored (the
advantage of the semantic approach).

¯ Yet the beliefs of an agent would be sensitive to
the syntactic features of how the information is
queried--that is, what an agent believes in a given
situation might depend on what questions the agent
poses and the mechanisms selected for answering
them.

¯ The beliefs of an agent may be inconsistent without
triggering a logical collapse.

¯ With a similar treatment of other mental acts such
as ’attend’ and ’decide’, there would be a natural
link between belief and belief change.

In addition, the problem of logical omniscience would be
seen for what it truly is, a limitation on introspection.

5 Conclusions
Language use is a collaborative activity--no one agent is
expected to do all the work and an agent might choose to
do more or less depending on how much work this would
impose on others. The amount of work any agent might
expend on introspection should be guided both by social
conventions for reasonable behavior and by the desires
of the agent. An action-based account of belief, such as
the Effect Theory, could capture both these normative
and goal-directed aspects.
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